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一、選擇題：( 20 題，每題 2.5 分，共 50  分) 

( B ) 1. Jack needed to save more money. He couldn’t _____ to buy the big house. 

(A) pretend    (B) afford     (C) intend     (D) protest     

( D ) 2. To stay fit, we should not only have a(n) _____ diet but also get enough sleep. 

(A) expensive   (B) obvious    (C) awful      (D) balanced 

( C ) 3. Sophie has read the Red Riding Hood several times. She must be _____ with the story. 

(A) well-known (B) famous    (C) familiar    (D) noted 

( D ) 4. Jason is good at playing basketball, and everyone _____ him to be an MVP in the future. 

(A) regards     (B) looks on   (C) views     (D) considers   

( A ) 5. The fiction is _____ reading. People can learn a lot from it. 

(A) worth    (B) worthy     (C) worthless     (D) worthwhile    

( C ) 6. The driver was caught running the red light and was heavily _____. 

(A) rushed     (B) cheated     (C) fined      (D) rewarded 

( D ) 7. Mike is a kind person. He never complains or _____ ill of others.  

(A) talks     (B) says      (C) tells      (D) speaks 

( A ) 8. Feeling so tired, Sandy forgot to _____ the laundry before going to bed. 

(A) do      (B) have      (C) make      (D) take 

( D ) 9. We have to go to the supermarket because we are short of _____. 

(A) recipe      (B) receipt      (C) garbage     (D) food 

( B ) 10. The flowers in the garden will be in full _____ in spring. 

(A) butter     (B) bloom     (C) bottom     (D) button 

( A ) 11. If the _____ is fine, we can take a walk after dinner. 

(A) weather     (B) traffic     (C) fortune     (D) fate 

( C ) 12. Nowadays many people like to _____ the net to spend their free time. 

(A) play    (B) look     (C) surf      (D) click 

( C ) 13. Girls like to keep a _____ and share their secrets with close friends. 

(A) dairy     (B) daily     (C) diary      (D) dial 

( B ) 14. The famous hot spring has become a must-see tourist _____ in the small town. 

(A) guide   (B) attraction     (C) museum     (D) souvenir 

( D ) 15. The student was _____ at school and turned to his teacher for help. 

(A) related     (B) admired    (C) ruled      (D) bullied 

( B ) 16. We should _____ what we have learned in class after school. 

(A) scan     (B) review     (C) preview     (D) copy 

( A ) 17. Mark made up his mind and it seemed nothing could _____ him from studying abroad. 

(A) prevent     (B) change     (C) turn      (D) push 

( D ) 18. Megan _____ talking on the phone for two hours and doesn’t even stop to drink some water.  

(A) minds     (B) practices     (C) avoids     (D) keeps 

( C ) 19. The secret of being healthy _____ doing regular exercise. 

(A) stands out  (B) is traced to    (C) lies in     (D) has nothing to do with 

( A ) 20. When you encounter a new word, you need to _____ in the dictionary. 

(A) look it up  (B) keep in touch  (C) think twice    (D) search for it   
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二、綜合測驗題：( 20 題，每題 2.5 分，共 50 分) 

( A ) 21. Deep in the forest _____ an evil and ugly giant. 

        (A) lives     (B) live      (C) is lived     (D) living 

( B ) 22. They _____ each other since they were students. 

        (A) knew     (B) have known    (C) are knowing   (D) had known   

( A ) 23. Lisa went home and found that she _____ her purse on the bus. 

        (A) had left     (B) has left     (C) left      (D) leaves   

( C ) 24. There are many people in the park. Some are jogging; _____ are dancing. 

        (A) the others  (B) other      (C) others     (D) another 

( B ) 25. The candy tastes _____ a strawberry. It’s sweet and sour. 

        (A) as      (B) like      (C) alike      (D) X   

( A ) 26. John is senior _____ me; actually, I am younger _____ he by three years. 

          (A) to; than     (B) than; to     (C) as; than     (D) as; to     

( C ) 27. It is kind _____ May to drive me home after school. 

        (A) for      (B) in      (C) of      (D) with 

( D ) 28. It _____ Ken half an hour to figure out the correct answer.  

        (A) costs     (B) spends     (C) pays      (D) takes 

( D ) 29. Helen is _____ a pretty girl that Peter can’t take his eyes off her. 

          (A) how     (B) what      (C) so      (D) such 

( B ) 30. Ben drank lots of coffee _____ he could stay up late tonight. 

        (A) in order to  (B) so that     (C) unless     (D) when     

( A ) 31. We are surprised to hear George _____ “I love you” to Mary in the Central Park.  

(A) saying     (B) said      (C) says      (D) to say      

( C ) 32. Anne is one of the smartest girls _____ I have ever known. 

(A) who     (B) whom     (C) that      (D) which     

( C ) 33. Albert went into the restaurant and ordered a hamburger _____ himself. 

(A) to      (B) of      (C) for      (D) on     

( B ) 34. Having a cup of coffee _____ the first thing Sam does every morning.  

(A) was     (B) is      (C) are     (D) were     

( C ) 35. Lily had an appointment with her dentist to have her teeth _____ out. 

(A) pull     (B) pulling     (C) pulled     (D) be pulled     

( A ) 36. The doctor suggests that my father _____ smoking as soon as possible. 

(A) quit     (B) quits      (C) quitting     (D) to quit     

( B ) 37. Gary went to the movies _____ studying in the library last night. As a result, he failed the test again.  

(A) except that  (B) instead of     (C) due to   (D) other than     

( A ) 38. Penny has difficulty _____ herself understood and can’t get along with others. 

(A) making    (B) made     (C) to make    (D) makes 

( D ) 39. Breaking up with her boyfriend, Janet left her hometown with her heart _____. 

(A) break     (B) breaking     (C) broke      (D) broken 

( D ) 40. If the dress _____ on sale, I _____ buy it at once. However, it is not on sale. 

(A) is; would    (B) is; will     (C) were; will     (D) were; would 

 
 
 


